Introduction
Let D be the open unit disk in the complex plane and let ϕ be an analytic self-map of D. The composition operator C ϕ induced by ϕ is defined by C ϕ f f • ϕ for f analytic in D. The idea of studying the general properties of composition operators originated from Nordgren 1 . As a sequence of Littlewood's subordinate theorem, each ϕ induces a bounded composition operator on the Hardy spaces H p D for all p 0 < p < ∞ and the weighted Bergman spaces A p α D for all p 0 < p < ∞ and for all α −1 < α < ∞ . Thus, boundedness of composition operators on these spaces becomes very clear. Nextly, a natural problem is how to characterize the compactness of composition operators on these spaces, which once was a central problem for mathematicians who were interested in the theory of composition operators. The study of compact composition operators was started by Schwartz, who obtained the first compactness theorem in his thesis 2 , showing that the integrability of 1 − |ϕ| −1 over ∂D implied the compactness of C ϕ on H p . The work was continued by Shapiro and Taylor 3 , who showed that C ϕ was not compact on H 2 whenever ϕ had a finite angular derivative at some point of Shapiro 5 developed relations between the essential norm of C ϕ on H 2 and the Nevanlinna counting function of ϕ, and he obtained a nice essential norm formula of C ϕ in 1987. As a result, he completely gave a characterization of the compactness of C ϕ in terms of the function properties of ϕ.
Another solution to the compactness of C ϕ on H 2 was done by the Aleksandrov measures which was introduced by Cima and Matheson 6 . It is well known that the harmonic function R λ ϕ z / λ − ϕ z can be expressed by the Possion integral
for each λ ∈ ∂D. Cima and Matheson applied σ λ the singular part of m λ to give the following expression:
They showed that C ϕ was compact on H 2 if and only if all the measures m λ were absolutely continuous.
The study of compactness of composition operators is also an important subject on other analytic function spaces, and we have chosen two typical examples above, and for more related materials one can consult 7, 8 . Another natural interesting subject is the composition operator with closed range. Considering angular derivatives of ϕ, it is known that C ϕ is compact on A 2 if and only if ϕ fails to have finite angular derivatives on ∂D, in this case, C ϕ does not have closed range since C ϕ is not a finite rank operator. And if ϕ has finite angular derivatives on ∂D, then ϕ is necessarily a finite Blaschke product and hence one can easily verify that C ϕ has closed range on A 2 . Zorboska has given a necessary and sufficient condition for C ϕ with closed range on H 2 , and she also has done on A p α 9 . Luecking 10 considered the same question on Dirichlet space after Zorboska's work. Recently, Kumar and Partington 11 have studied the weighted composition operators with closed range on Hardy spaces and Bergman spaces. This paper will study the compactness of composition operator on Bergman-Orlicz space. We are mainly inspired by the following results.
i Liu et al. 12 showed that composition operator was bounded on Hardy-Orlicz space. Lu and Cao 13 also showed that composition operator was bounded on Bergman-Orlicz space.
ii A composition operator was compact on the Nevanlinna class N if and only if it was compact on H 2 14 .
iii If a composition operator was compact on H p for some p > 0, then it was compact on H p for all p > 0 3 . Moreover, paper 15 compared the compactness of composition operators on Hardy-Orlicz spaces and on Hardy spaces. All these results lead us to wonder whether there is a equivalence for the compactness of 
Preliminaries
Let H D denote the space of all analytic functions on D. Let dA z denote the normalized area measure on D, that is, A D 1. Let S denote the class of strongly convex functions Φ : 0, ∞ → 0, ∞ , which satisfies
iii Φ 2t ≤ CΦ t for some positive constant C and for all t > 0.
For Φ ∈ S and α > −1 the Bergman-Orlicz space L Φ α is defined as follows:
where log x max{0, log x}.
, and makes L Φ α into a complete metric space. Obviously, the inequalities
and the fact that Φ is nondecreasing convex function imply that In this section we will prove several auxiliary results which will be used in the proofs of the main results in this paper.
where Δ is Laplacian and
Proof. By the Green Theorem, if u, v ∈ C 2 Ω , where Ω is a domain in the plane with smooth boundary, then
Let 0 < ε < r < 1, u z log r/|z| , v z Φ log 1 |f z | 2 , and Ω {z ∈ D : ε < |z| < r}.
Since Δu z 0, by 2.7 we have
2.8
Since ∂/∂n Φ log 1 |f z | 
2.10
Integrating equality 2.10 with respect to r from 0 to 1, we obtain 1 0 |z|<r
2.11
Thus
rdr.
2.12
Since 
We will end this section with the following lemma, which illustrates that the counting functional
Proof. By the subharmonicity of map z → log 1 |f z | , we get
Since Φ log 1 |f z | is convex and increasing, we have
2.19
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Since Φ log x ≤ Φ log 1 x , we get
Compactness
In this section, we are going to investigate the equivalence between compactness of composition operator on the Bergman-Orlicz space L Proof. First we assume that C ϕ is compact on A 2 α . Choose a sequence {f n } that is bounded by a positive constant M in L Φ α and converges to zero uniformly on compact subsets of D. By Lemma 3.1, it is enough to show that f n • ϕ Φ → 0 as n → ∞. Let ε > 0, we can find 0 < r < 1 such that N ϕ,α 2 z < ε 1 − |z| 2 α 2 for all |z| > r. Since f n → 0 uniformly on compact subsets of D as n → ∞, so is f n . Thus we can choose N > 0 such that |f n | < ε and |f n | < ε on rD, whenever n > N. Hence for such n we have
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As |f n • ϕ 0 | → 0 as n → ∞ and Φ log 1 |f n • ϕ 0 | 2 → 0 as n → ∞, we only need to
We first prove that the first term in previous equality is bounded by a constant multiple of ε
3.3
Now, we show that the previous second term above is also bounded by a constant multiple of ε
Conversely, we assume that C ϕ is compact on L Φ α . By Lemma 3.2, we need to verify that μ ϕ is a vanishing Carleson measure. For 0 < δ < 1 and ξ ∈ ∂D we write a 1 − δ ξ 
3.6
Hence, for z ∈ Q γδ ζ we have
3.7
Thus, for z ∈ Q γδ ζ we obtain
3.8
So, for all ξ ∈ ∂D and 0 < δ < 1 we get 1 4δ
3.9
For the compactness of C ϕ , we know that C ϕ f a Φ → 0 as |a| → 
If we take Φ x 0 for x ≤ 1, and 
Closed Range
In this section we will develop a relatively tractable if and only if condition for the composition operator on L 
